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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objective to share a little about our efforts in the Cataloging Dept of the UGA School of Law Library to infuse additional meaningful and useful tags into our next generation Innovative Encore interface.And while this talk is about community tagging, it is also a plead for catalogers to pay careful attention to how systems are indexed—what fields go into which indexes and which indexes are called by various searches. If you don’t know—you should. Understanding how your system behaves is critical to cataloger’s judgment—and more germane to this talk—how can we do things in our dept that enhance retrieval and user satisfaction?So, as I talk, keep in mind that each instance of each of these systems can be indexed a little differently. I’m sure many Innovative (Triple I) libraries do have 538s indexed in keyword searches. But I would urge you all to get a desk copy break down of where each search type searches.



Role of tags
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•Personalized

•Vernacular

•Tools to relocate 
or to discover

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think of staff generated tags as a practical and very service-oriented approach that takes advantage of a feature of our OPAC. I don’t belong in any Library2.0 camp. I just want our search/discovery tools to be as useful and helpful as possible.Here’s a real quick overview:The original definition of tagging is the act of adding keyword or phrases to assist in resource recovery (not discovery but recovery). Thomas Vander Wal, coined the term “folksonomy,” maintains the distinction that tagging is personal —not that it’s secret but that its primary function is for the individual user, any greater social benefit is secondary.While the distinction between relocation or discovery might seem like too fine a point for a public catalog—different catalog structures facilitate one of these two goals, not both equally. Folksonomies are collection of tags created by a user or a corporate body. Personal categorization done in a social environment. Tag clouds are visual displays of the keywords/terms or phrases usually displayed alphabetically and with various font sizes to convey tag popularity (we’ll see an example in our Encore interface)Sites around the web use tags. Delicious founded Sept 2003 (6) Great for tracking your own bookmarks or for collaborative web search with colleagues (frontpagecontentteam) Flickr- founded Feb 2004 (also purchased by Yahoo!), organize photos, videosLibraryThing boasts over 55 million user-created tags as of this morningI mention these not because I think they are new to you—just the opposite to show how long this has been around and how popular tags are in some settings.



Navigating tags
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•VuFind—personal 
tags for relocation, 
can search tag index

•PennTags—two 
interfaces (browse 
and search tags)

•Encore—clouds for 
community sharing
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Presentation Notes
From a catalogers’ perspective I would much prefer that researchers use the pre-coordinated subject strings that a librarian prepared, but I recognize that LCSH and I will never be perfect. I routinely search ClassWeb and other similar resources for better subject headings, and I do this work daily. It’s unrealistic for me to think that a casual user won’t be intimidated—thus the popularity of keyword over subject searching (4% of searches are subject searches estimated by Innovative)So, these folksonomies are unstructured but not at odds with traditional library subject analysis. At the core, tags are to track a personal relationship with a title—subject headings for mass discovery. [“Russia (Federation)” way before library school]I mention this background because designers have taken different approaches to community tagging in our catalogs. Vu Find discover layer (adopted by the University System of Georgia) follows the traditional approach to tags. Innovative’s Encore facilitates user sharing of tags, and PennTags have a middle approach with two interfaces each favoring relocation or  discovery.Users may launch a search of the distinct tag index from the very beginning. If I tag things I read in preparation for this talk as “srgALA,” then I could go to GILFind and launch a search of just the tags in the system. However, it is difficult for users to see other user’s tags. Tags are displayed at the bottom of a bib record of a results list—much like a subject heading. You find a title that seems on-point and then can click on the tag and launch a search for everything with that tag (like a subject browse)One of the earliest and still current early adopters was University of Pennsylvania’s PennTags. Started as a means to tag video materials in a separate database, PennTags have been integrated into the library catalog since 2007. http://tags/library.upenn.edu. The Franklin catalog does not have an index of tags (and tags are not in keyword index)follows the traditional module, like VuFind (tags shown at bottom of a record) but there’s a separate PennTags site that facilitates a browse of the most popular tags and of all the tagging projects.In Encore, we show uses the full tag cloud for all the records in a results list. And users can use the cloud terms to refine the search (counter to the way tags generally work—relaunching a search for everything with that tag)



VuFind

http://gilfind.uga.edu/



PennTags in Franklin Catalog

http://www.franklin.library.upenn.edu/



PennTags Project Pages

http://tags.library.upenn.edu/



http://encore.law.uga.edu

Tags in Encore
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Presentation Notes
In Encore, we push the tags out to our users for perusal—they provide a passive way to navigate through the catalog--click, click, click.  But users can also search for known tags from the beginning. Here’s a search for the tag “constitution” applied by a real student.You can see our cloud is very robust for a single gov doc and pretty sophisticated. We are robust because the tag clouds contain our subject headings from 6XX as well as user contributed tags. I guess we (staff) are just one community. So, and we quickly discovered, Hold on to your seats you catalogers, the tags from the MARC are only from the Subfield a (main topic) of the subject strings. When we first started this was a bigger issue but Innovative team quickly made this change to at least add the $z PLACE facet on left side. And we’ve instructed reference folks to always lead a search with jurisdiction.So, as I mentioned at the beginning, I’m practical, and so we looked for ways to use staff-supplied tags to mitigate the gulf left by our missing subfields.



Cataloging Tags in Encore



Tags and subjects—
helpful combination

•Make reversible 
decisions

•Be judicious

•Automate
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To work around the disappearance of all my other subfields we’ve begun to add subject fields for critical genre terms in legal literature. We had some criteria from the on-set 1) we needed a way to automate the process, how could we do this on the staff side en masse (because public interface for one at a time)  2) had to be 100% reversible, we needed to find a field that was indexed in the tags, but that could be clearly, uniquely marked as a departmentally-generated tag 3) we wanted to keep the maintenance manageable. From the beginning we all wanted to carefully review, vet the terms with the assumption that ten would be our threshold—so high-impact, high-volume terms would be consideredInnovative provides great customer support wiki for Encore and a former trainer posted a suggestion that a user “seed” subject headings since these were being harvested. We could identify the records and then globally add subject headings. The harvester continually review all records and so would  add new headings from pre-exiting records. Which answered the first criterion—it was possible to automate.For the second, we reviewed a list of fields that went into our d index (subject headings). As a former AV cataloger, I’ve also been comfortable with the 655 genre field and the earliest terms we brainstormed in a meeting were largely former $v headings. Immediately latch onto the idea that we could stash our terms there and locally create our own “tag” thesaurus for the $2. So, I determined that we could add 655 _7 term $2 tag to our local records. We developed a set of criteria for the terms and a mechanism for review. As I mentioned we wanted high impact, high volume terms, but I didn’t want to rule out anything at the beginning, so we agreed that we would add a term for consideration into a 960 locally. I would run monthly reports to collect all the suggestions and the department would review at our bi-weekly huddles. That way the flow of cataloging wasn’t interrupted and we saved retyping information in an email (I could see quickly the tag and supporting record). Through this we identified four tags we knew we needed to add: casebooks, formbooks, hornbooks, and journals. The tough part has been creating strategies to identify the records for those tagsHere we see results for a search of “contracts”—very general. We can refine by the tags and there prominently in the cloud is our staff-generated “casebooks” tag.We’ve been monitoring our records for almost six months and all is going well.



Questions?
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